Users – Add a User
Users (and Assisters) are the lifeblood of the Connector, and are managed from the “Users” page found under the admin tab.

To add a new User/Assister, click
the green “Add User” button

Those with sufficient permissions can
Reset Passwords, Impersonate Users,
Edit Users and Deactivate (Delete)
Users from the main Users page
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For each User, it’s required that you
enter:
-

First Name
Last Name
Email address

The Phone Number field is optional
The Primary Organization determines
what Organization’s data the User
can access and who can see this
User’s data. For most Users, this will
be their employer

If a User is also an Assister, check the “Is
Assister” box. This will allow them to be
assigned to Schedules and
Appointments

In addition to providing access to Connector Data, you can also determine
the permissions for the User. You can use the Group buttons to select a
default range of permissions (Connector for basic users, Admin for
managers and other administrators) and/or use the individual checkboxes
below to set your preferred permission settings.
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In select cases, users may work for more than one
Organization, or may need access to more than one
Organization for reporting, collaboration or other
reasons. Simply add one of the other Organizations
you have access to the “Additional organizations
this user may access” field.
You can also share locations for enrollment events
or purposes by adding it under the “Additional
locations this user may access” field.

When you’re done creating or updating
a User, click the green “Create User” or
“Update User” button to save your
work.
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Users – Permissions Guide (Easy)

The simpler way to set permissions in the Connector is to use the default permission groups provided for you. Here’s a short guide to
which group best fits each user

Admin User
- Designed for “Admins” – Program
Managers, Directors, Supervisors, anyone
providing technical support
- Allows more advanced users to use
additional features in helping set up their
Organization for success
- Includes all permissions in the Connector
user default plus the ability to change
Users and Organizations

Connector User
- Designed for basic users – Navigators,
CACs, anyone who needs to access the
Connector for data/reporting purposes
- Selected by default for all users with the
“Is Assister” box checked
- Includes access to core features like
Appointments, Locations, Schedules and
Reports
- Limited permissions to keep Connector
access/control secure

NOTE: You can always customize these further to fit your unique program’s needs. These selections provide a default value and you
are by no means obligated to stick to them!
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Users – Permissions Guide (Advanced)
The Connector allows for a lot of customization of User Permissions. For users seeking further customization than the standard
permission groups described above, this should serve as a useful guide
Users:
Permission
Add Users
Edit Users
Delete Users
View Users
Impersonate Other Users

What it does
Allows Users to create new accounts on the
Connector
Allows Users to edit existing accounts on the
Connector (e.g. updating an email address)
Allows Users to delete (make inactive)
accounts on the Connector
Allows Users to view the “Users” and
“Assisters” page. Also provides access to the
“view calendar by Assister” feature
Allows Users to view the Connector as if they
were a different User. Can be useful in
checking permission errors

Who should have it
Program Directors, Managers, anyone who is
responsible for “onboarding” new users
Program Directors, Managers, anyone who is
responsible for “onboarding” new users
Program Directors, Managers, anyone who is
responsible for “onboarding” new users
Everyone
Program Directors, Managers, anyone who
provides basic Connector support
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Appointments:
Permission

What it does

Who should have it

Add Appointments
Edit Appointments

Allows Users to add new appointments
Allows Users to edit and update existing
appointments, including filling out reporting
fields, closing out appointments
Allows Users to view the “Users” and
“Assisters” page. Also provides access to the
“Ciew Calendar by Assister” feature

Everyone

View Appointments

Assisters, Everyone
Everyone

Locations:
Permission
Add Locations
Edit Locations
Delete Locations
View Locations

What it does
Allows Users to add new Locations on the
Connector
Allows Users to edit existing accounts on the
Connector (e.g. updating an email address)
Allows Users to delete (make inactive)
Locations on the Connector
Allows Users to view the “Locations” page.
Also provides access to the “View Calendar by
Location” feature

Who should have it
Everyone
Everyone
Everyone
Everyone
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Organizations:
Permission
Add Organization
Edit Organizations
Delete Organizations
View Organizations

What it does
Allows Users to add Organizations on the
Connector
Allows Users to edit existing Organizations on
the Connector
Allows Users to delete (make inactive)
Organizations on the Connector
Allows Users to view the “Organizations” page.

Who should have it
Program Directors, Subscriber staff

What it does
Allows Users to create new Schedules on the
Connector
Allows Users to edit existing Schedules on the
Connector (e.g. updating an email address)
Allows Users to delete (make inactive)
Schedules on the Connector
Allows Users to view the “Schedules” page.

Who should have it
Everyone

Program Directors, Subscriber staff
Program Directors, subscriber staff
Program Directors, subscriber staff

Schedules:
Permission
Add Schedules
Edit Schedules
Delete Schedules
View Schedules

Everyone
Everyone
Everyone
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